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"Leon, when are you planning on having the sales drive?"

Looking at Ruth starting to train, Cynthia started to talk to Leon about the Cynthion Group.

"Oh, let's do it in three days!' Leon said after some thought.

"Three days? Won't it be too much of a rush?" Cynthia said with some surprise.

The next two days were holidays. If they wanted to organize the sales drive to be in three days, then Cynthion Group might not

have enough time to spread the word!

"It's fine! Cynthion Group's reputation is already known everywhere.

Marketing would just be a waste of time! On top of that, if it's not going to work, I'll just give Mister Thompson a call. I ask him to

help us notify the major families with the Thompson name. That would be enough!’ Leon said nonchalantly.

When Cynthion Group did the first sales drive, he stressed out a lot when it came to marketing. In the end, he managed to build

a relationship with the Thompsons thanks to Raphael.

It completely solved all his problems!

With Cynthion Group already established in the southern region, their name and influence were far greater!

As long as he said something or the Thompsons spoke up, it would mobilize all the major families!

So, he had no reason to waste any effort in marketing!

"Yes, alright, well act as you wish!" Cynthia nodded, feeling like Leon made sense.

"Other than that, I think we've been working quite hard recently! Since it's a two-day holiday, I want to bring everyone out to

relax! What do all of you think?" Leon asked with a smile.

Ever since they arrived in the southern region, Leon, Iris and the others constantly labored to establish the branches of Elegante

and Cynthion Group. They had practically been working without rest!

Other than that, since they were short of men and their skills were not up to par, the girls fell into some danger!

It caused some mental fatigue to accumulate!

However, he was finally already at a level where he could fight those at the Almighty State, and Iris and the girls were already at

the intermediate Overlord State or stronger!

They more or less could already protect themselves!

So, since he was already secure, he planned on bringing the girls to play and relax. It was also a reward for everyone's hard

work!

"Go out and play?'

"Really? That's great!"

"We agree!"

Iris, Cynthia, and the others were shocked to hearthat. They agreed happily!

Boom!

Right at that moment, Ruth's body jolted as the aura around her rose. Her powers solidly landed at the initial Emperor State

thanks to the Supreme Pure energy Pills!

"Me too! I want to go too!" Ruth smiled happily.

Other than Leon, Ruth showed the most improvement. She went from being a Supreme Master to the Emperor State!

She wanted to go out and play as well. It would be good for her mental state!

"Alright, it's settled then!" Leon made the decision.

After that, they trained for a bit longer to stabilize their powers. After that, the other girls finally left when it was late at night, going

back to their rooms to rest!
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